
S1 Wk 4 Bees Thursday 6.5.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
to read as a reader
identifying features

Look closely at the features of the narrative and underline: powerful
adjectives, similes, powerful verbs, range of sentence lengths, correct
dialogue punctuation and powerful speech verbs, feelings described,
conjunctions, interesting fronted adverbials, paragraphing.

Egyptian Cinderella notebook features

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

Use the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

Art to explore the gods used
in canopic jars and design
my own animal lid

Revise the definitions of key vocabulary.  Use internet to find out which jar
animal lid relates to which god and which organ removed during mummification
process.  Design own canopic jar lid.

Notebook
Canopic jar matching sheet
Canopic jar design sheet

canopic jar

Friday 7.5.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
to box up the text Box up the text section by section as a class. What are the parts of a ‘rags

to riches’ story? Write a brief summary of the opening, build up,
problem, resolution, ending  for the Egyptian Cinderella then as general
‘rags to riches’ story.  See resource sheet.

Egyptian Cinderella notebook
Resource sheet

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

USe the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

History LO to know that much of our
understanding of the Ancient
Egyptians came within the last
200 years

What sources of evidence have survived and how were they discovered?
Watch the film clip https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvgc87h
Use internet to discover more about the opening of the tomb by Howard Carter
Write recount of opening.

Egyptians smart notebook Tutankhamun

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvgc87h

